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            Abstract
Antibody responses during infection and vaccination typically undergo affinity maturation to achieve high-affinity binding for efficient neutralization of pathogens1,2. Similarly, high affinity is routinely the goal for therapeutic antibody generation. However, in contrast to naturally occurring or direct-targeting therapeutic antibodies, immunomodulatory antibodies, which are designed to modulate receptor signalling, have not been widely examined for their affinityâ€“function relationship. Here we examine three separate immunologically important receptors spanning two receptor superfamilies: CD40, 4-1BB and PD-1. We show that low rather than high affinity delivers greater activity through increased clustering. This approach delivered higher immune cell activation, in vivo Tâ€‰cell expansion and antitumour activity in the case of CD40. Moreover, an inert anti-4-1BB monoclonal antibody was transformed into an agonist. Low-affinity variants of the clinically important antagonistic anti-PD-1 monoclonal antibody nivolumab also mediated more potent signalling and affected Tâ€‰cell activation. These findings reveal a new paradigm for augmenting agonism across diverse receptor families and shed light on the mechanism of antibody-mediated receptor signalling. Such affinity engineering offers a rational, efficient and highly tuneable solution to deliver antibody-mediated receptor activity across a range of potencies suitable for translation to the treatment of human disease.
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                    Fig. 1: Low-affinity anti-CD40 monoclonal antibodies exhibit potent agonism in vitro.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Low-affinity anti-CD40 monoclonal antibodies mediate Tâ€‰cell expansion and antitumour activity in vivo.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Low-affinity anti-CD40 monoclonal antibodies induce receptor clustering independent of FcÎ³Rs.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Reducing affinity converts an inert anti-4-1BB monoclonal antibody into an agonist.[image: ]


Fig. 5: Reducing affinity converts an antagonistic anti-PD-1 monoclonal antibody into an agonist.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              Original raw data will be provided upon request to include all supporting information. Models of Fabâ€“receptor complexes were obtained from the PDB with the following accession codes: 6FAX for the ChiLobâ€‰7/4â€“CD40 complex; 6MI2 for the utomilumabâ€“4-1BB complex; and 5WT9 for the nivolumabâ€“PD-1 complex.Â Source data are provided with this paper.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Characterization of anti-CD40 mIgG1 mAb ChiLob 7/4 affinity mutants.
a, SPR of various ChiLob 7/4 m1 affinity mutants injected at 250, 50, 10, 2, 0.4, and 0 nM binding to CD40ECD. Data representative of 3 independent experiments. b, ChiLob 7/4 m1 affinity mutants were evaluated for their binding affinity for CD40ECD by SPR as indicated in a, with affinity constants (ka, kd and KD) calculated. Fold change indicates affinity change compared with WT ChiLob 7/4 m1. c, Ramos cells were incubated with 0.5â€‰Î¼g/mL of AF647-labelled ChiLob 7/4 h1 and various concentrations of competing ChiLob 7/4 m1 affinity mutants as indicated and then washed and bound AF647-labelled ChiLob 7/4 h1 detected. Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰3, data representative of 3 independent experiments.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 2 Low affinity anti-CD40 mIgG1 mAb exhibit potent agonism.
a, Purified hCD40Tg mouse B cells were incubated with ChiLob 7/4 m1 mutants for 2 days and then stained for surface expression of CD23. Left plot, exemplar raw data. b, Same experiment as (a). Surface expression of CD86. Left plot, exemplar raw data. c, Purified hCD40Tg mouse B cells were incubated with ChiLob 7/4 m1 mutants for 3 days and then 3H-thymidine was added for 18â€‰h to measure proliferation. Inset cell culture images were taken on day 2. Scale bar, 0.5â€‰mm. For (aâ€”c), Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰3, data representative of 3 independent experiments. Rightmost plots illustrate the CD23 expression, CD86 expression or proliferation as a function of the on-rate (ka) or off-rate (kd). d, hCD40Tg mice were inoculated with EG7 cells. 7 days later, mice received OTI cells and the next day were treated with ChiLob 7/4 m1 mutants as indicated. Tumor growth curves are shown with numbers as proportion of tumour free mice at experiment end inset. nâ€‰=â€‰13â€“17, data pooled from two to three independent experiments.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 3 Characterization of anti-CD40 hIgG2 mAb ChiLob 7/4 affinity mutants.
a, SPR of various ChiLob 7/4 h2 affinity mutants injected at 250, 50, 10, 2, 0.4, and 0 nM binding to CD40ECD. Data representative of 3 independent experiments. b, ChiLob 7/4 h2 affinity mutants were evaluated for their binding affinity for CD40ECD by SPR as indicated in a, with affinity constants (ka, kd and KD) calculated. Fold change indicates affinity change compared with WT ChiLob 7/4 h2. c, Ramos cells were incubated with 0.5â€‰Î¼g/mL of AF647-labelled ChiLob 7/4 h1 and various concentrations of competing ChiLob 7/4 h2 affinity mutants as indicated and then washed and bound AF647-labelled ChiLob 7/4 h1 detected. Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰3, data representative of 3 independent experiments. d, e, Purified hCD40Tg mouse B cells were incubated with ChiLob 7/4 h2 affinity mutants as indicated for 2 days and then stained for surface expression of CD23 (d, left plot, exemplar raw data) and CD86 (d, right plot, exemplar raw data). B cell proliferation was assessed by 3H-thymidine incorporation (e). Plots show affinity (KD) vs maximum CD23 MFI, maximum CD86 MFI or maximum proliferation. Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰3, data representative of 3 independent experiments. f, OTI cells were adoptively transferred into hCD40Tg mice 1 day before treatment with ChiLob 7/4 h2 mutants with peripheral SIINFEKL+ CD8 cells identified by flow cytometry on day 4. Mean Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰7, data pooled from two independent experiments. Each dot represents one mouse. Two-tailed, non-paired Studentâ€™s t test, the p values for WT h2 vs FW-12 h2, vs FW-22 h2, vs FW-16 h2 are (from left to right) 0.0023, 0.0023 and 0.0023. g, Purified human B cells were incubated with ChiLob 7/4 h2 affinity mutants for 2 days and then stained for surface expression of CD23 (left plot, exemplar raw data) and CD86 (right plot, exemplar raw data). h, Purified human B cells were incubated with ChiLob 7/4 h2 mutants as indicated for 3 days and then 3H-thymidine was added for 18â€‰h to measure proliferation. Inset cell culture images were taken on day 2. For g, h, Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰3, data representative of 3 independent experiments. i, Purified human B cells were incubated with ChiLob 7/4 h2 affinity mutants as indicated for 2 days. B cell proliferation was assessed by 3H-thymidine incorporation. Plots show affinity (KD) vs maximum CD23 MFI, maximum CD86 MFI or maximum proliferation. Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰3, data representative of 3 independent experiments.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 4 Low affinity anti-CD40 mAb exhibit potent agonism in human systems.
a, Human DCs were stimulated with various ChiLob 7/4 h2 affinity mutants for 2 days and then evaluated for CD86 expression. The ranking of CD86 MFI was plotted against KD. Means Â± SEM, each dot represents an average value from 9 donors. b, Gating strategy and representative histograms for a. c, Human DCs were pre-treated with ChiLob 7/4 h2 affinity mutants for 2 days and co-cultured with allogeneic CD4+ T cells for 5 days. CD4+ T cell proliferation was measured by 3H-thymidine incorporation. Ranking of CD4+ T cell proliferation was plotted against affinity (KD). Means Â± SEM, each dot represents the average from 7 donors. d, Human monocyte-derived DCs were pre-treated with ChiLob 7/4 h2 affinity mutants for 2 days and then co-cultured with allogeneic CD4+ T cells at different ratios for 5 days. CD4+ T cell proliferation was measured by 3H-thymidine incorporation. The ranking of CD4+ T cell proliferation was plotted against affinity (KD). Means Â± SEM, each dot represents the average value from 7 healthy donors. e, CFSE-labelled PBMCs were stimulated with antigenic peptides and ChiLob 7/4 h2 affinity mutants for 5 days and proliferating CD8+ T cells evaluated for surface expression of CD25. Ranking of CD25 MFI plotted against KD. Means Â± SEM, each dot represents the average from 8 donors. f, Gating strategy and representative histograms for CD25 expression of proliferating CD8+ T cells in PBMCs stimulated with CEFX Ultra SuperStim Pool and ChiLob 7/4 h2 affinity mutants. Data representative of 8 donors.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 5 Low affinity anti-CD40 mIgG1 mAb induce agonism independent of FcÎ³R.
a, Jurkat-NFÎºB-GFP-CD40 reporter cells were incubated with various ChiLob 7/4 m1 affinity mutants for 6â€‰h and the level of NFÎºB activation (GFP) assessed. Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰3, data representative of 3 independent experiments. Representative flow data shown in left panels. Subsequent plots reflect the dose-response for the different mAb followed by cumulative plots of the data as a function of affinity parameters; ka (top) and kd (bottom), respectively. bâ€”d, Purified hCD40Tg/FcÎ³Rnull mouse B cells were incubated with ChiLob 7/4 m1 mutants for 2 days and then stained for surface expression of (b) CD23 and (c) CD86. Representative flow data shown in left panels. Subsequent plots reflect the dose-response for the different mAb followed by cumulative plots of the data as a function of affinity parameters; ka (top) and kd (bottom), respectively.(d) On day 3 3H-thymidine was added for 18â€‰h to assess B cell proliferation. Inset cell culture images were taken on day 2. Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰3, data representative of 3 independent experiments. Scale bar, 0.5â€‰mm. Plots reflect the dose-response for the different mAb followed by cumulative plots of the data as a function of affinity parameters; ka (top) and kd (bottom), respectively.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Low affinity anti-CD40 hIgG2 mAb induce agonism independent of FcÎ³R.
aâ€”c, Purified hCD40Tg/FcÎ³Rnull mouse B cells were incubated with ChiLob 7/4 h2 mutants for 2 days and then stained for surface expression of (a) CD23 and (b) CD86. Representative flow data shown in left panels. Subsequent plots reflect the dose-response for the different mAb followed by cumulative plots of the data as a function of affinity (KD). (c) On day 3 3H-thymidine was added for 18â€‰h to assess B cell proliferation. Inset cell culture images were taken on day 2. Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰3, data representative of 3 independent experiments. Scale bar, 0.5â€‰mm. Plots reflect the dose-response for the different mAb followed by cumulative plots of the data as a function of affinity (KD).
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 7 Low affinity anti-CD40 mAb induce agonism through receptor clustering with minimal receptor internalization.
a, Schematic of the method for calculating clustering index. Confocal images through the centre of cells were opened in LAS X software and fluorescence intensity measurements taken for regions of interest at the cell:cell junctions (red) or at the periphery of the cells (blue). b, Jurkat-CD40-GFP cells were incubated with ChiLob 7/4 m1 affinity mutants as indicated for 3â€‰h at 37â€‰Â°C and then imaged by confocal. Green: CD40-GFP. Scale bar: 4â€‰Î¼m. Image representative of at least fifteen images taken from 3 independent experiments. c, Same experiment as (b) Left panel: cell circularity was measured by ImageJ for five confocal images per treatment and the results of three independent experiments were pooled. Each dot represents one cell. Right panel: plot showing cumulative circularity data as a function of B cell proliferation. Means Â± SEM. d, Binding of Fab fragments of ChiLob 7/4 m1 affinity mutants to Ramos cells. Data representative of 3 independent experiments. e, Jurkat-NFÎºB-GFP-CD40 reporter cells were incubated with various ChiLob 7/4 m1 affinity mutant IgG versus Fab pairs for 6â€‰h and the level of NFÎºB activation (GFP) assessed. Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰3, data representative of 3 independent experiments. f, Same experiment as (b) evaluating the clustering potential of 4 different ChiLob 7/4 m1affinity mutant Fab versus an IgG positive control. Clustering index calculated as indicated in (a). Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰5, data representative of 3 independent experiments. g, Ramos cells were treated with AF488-labelled ChiLob 7/4 m1 affinity mutants for 10, 30, 60, 120 or 180â€‰min (left to right) at 37â€‰Â°C or 4â€‰Â°C as indicated. Cells were then washed and half the cells treated with anti-AF488 mAb at 4â€‰Â°C to quench cell surface associated AF488 fluorescence. Remaining cell surface-bound CD40 was expressed as % Total expression. Data representative of 3 independent experiments. h, Jurkat-CD40-GFP cells were incubated with ChiLob 7/4 m1 affinity mutants as indicated for 3â€‰h at 37â€‰Â°C and then fixed with PFA, counterstained with DAPI and imaged by confocal. Orthogonal images shown. Blue: nucleus; Green: CD40-GFP. Image representative of at least ten images taken from 3 independent experiments.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 8 Super-resolution dSTORM analysis of receptor clusters induced by low affinity anti-CD40 mAb or CD40L.
a, Jurkat-CD40-GFP cells were incubated with various CD40 agonists as indicated for 1â€‰h, and then CD40-GFP detected with AF647-conjugated anti-GFP nanobody and visualised by wide field fluorescence microscopy and dSTORM. A region of interest was drawn around the cell:cell junctions and clustering analysis was performed using HDBSCAN, example results of subclusters are shown. Scale bars; 10â€‰Î¼m (wide field), 5â€‰Î¼m (dSTORM), 1â€‰Î¼m (HDBSCAN) b, Subcluster density (number of localisation per unit area). One-way ANOVA followed by Kruskal-Wallis test, *pâ€‰<â€‰0.05, **pâ€‰<â€‰0.01, ***pâ€‰<â€‰0.001, ****pâ€‰<â€‰0.0001. n= number of subclusters, y=number of cell:cell junctions examined: Untreated, nâ€‰=â€‰281, yâ€‰=â€‰28; ChiLob 7/4 h2, nâ€‰=â€‰664, yâ€‰=â€‰26; CD40L, nâ€‰=â€‰427, yâ€‰=â€‰25; WT m1, nâ€‰=â€‰138, yâ€‰=â€‰23; FW-16 m1, nâ€‰=â€‰642, yâ€‰=â€‰29; FW-32 m1, nâ€‰=â€‰151, yâ€‰=â€‰30. c, Plot of subcluster area versus density. Results shown are representative of 3 independent experiments.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 9 Characterization of low affinity utomilumab and nivolumab variants.
a, Utomilumab affinity mutants were evaluated for their binding affinity for 4-1BBECD by SPR, with affinity constants (ka, kd and KD) calculated as well as fold change which indicates affinity change compared with WT utomilumab. b, Jurkat-4-1BB-GFP cells were incubated with utomilumab affinity mutants and then imaged by confocal. Green: 4-1BB-GFP. Scale bar: 4 Î¼m. Images representative of at least fifteen images taken from 3 independent experiments. c, Same experiment as (b) Left panel: cell circularity was measured by ImageJ for five confocal images per treatment and the results of three independent experiments were pooled. Each dot represents one cell. Right panel: plot showing cumulative circularity data as a function of NFÎºB activation. Means Â± SEM. d, The expression level of 4-1BB on Ramos-4-1BB cells was analysed by flow cytometry. e, The expression level of 4-1BB on IIA1.6-4-1BB cells was analysed by flow cytometry. f, SPR of various nivolumab affinity mutants injected at 250, 50, 10, 2, 0.4, and 0 nM binding to PD-1ECD. Plots display sensorgram data representative of 3 independent experiments. g, Nivolumab affinity mutants were evaluated for their binding affinity for PD-1ECD by SPR as indicated in f, with affinity constants (ka, kd and KD) calculated. Fold change indicates affinity change compared with WT nivolumab. h, PD-1-transfected Jurkat cells were incubated with various nivolumab affinity mutants as indicated and then washed and bound hIgG detected. Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰3, data representative of 3 independent experiments.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 10 Low affinity nivolumab variants induce PD-1 agonism through receptor clustering.
a, Schematic of assays investigating the antagonistic and agonistic properties of anti-PD-1 affinity mutants. Left panel: Assay to evaluate the ability of mAb to block PD-L1-mediated T cell suppression. Middle panel: Assay to evaluate the ability of mAb to induce PD-1 signalling. Right panel: Assay to evaluate the ability of mAb to suppress anti-CD3 mAb-mediated T cell activation. b, Histogram showing CHO-SB2H2-scFv-CD8Î± cells binding to various nivolumab affinity mutants, data representative of 3 independent experiments. c, CHO-SB2H2-scFv-CD8Î± cells were opsonized with OKT3 and nivolumab affinity mutants as indicated and then co-cultured with Jurkat-NFAT-Luc-PD-1 for 6 hours. NFAT signalling activity was then assessed. Plots showing relative luciferase units (RLU) vs ka and RLU vs kd. Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰3, data representative of 3 independent experiments. d, Same experiment as (c). Plots showing CD69 MFI vs ka and RLU vs CD69 MFI. e, IIA1.6-PD-1-GFP cells were incubated with nivolumab affinity mutants for 3â€‰h and then imaged using confocal. Green: PD-1-GFP. Scale bar: 4â€‰Î¼m. Image representative of at least 15 images taken from 3 independent experiments. f, IIA1.6-PD-1-GFP cells were incubated with nivolumab affinity mutants as indicated for 3â€‰h and then fixed, counterstained with DAPI and imaged using confocal. Z-stack projections shown. Blue: nucleus; Green: PD-1-GFP. Scale bar: 4â€‰Î¼m. Image representative of at least ten images taken from two independent experiments. g, Jurkat-NFÎºB-GFP-PD-1 reporter cells were incubated with various nivolumab affinity mutants as indicated for 30â€‰min then, Left panel: washed with the level of mAb remaining bound after various periods quantified or Right panel: the level of NFÎºB activation (GFP) assessed after various periods. Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰3, data representative of 3 independent experiments. h, Same experiment as (e) Left panel: cell circularity was measured by ImageJ for five confocal images per treatment and the results of three independent experiments were pooled. Each dot represents one cell. Right panel: plot showing cumulative circularity data as a function of CD69 MFI, Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰34, 32, 39, 39, 36, 38, 33, 36, 33, 37 (from left to right).
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 11 Low affinity mutants retain target-specific binding and exhibit agonism at multiple receptor densities.
a, Heat map showing MFI values of ChiLob 7/4 m1 affinity mutants binding to Jurkat-NFÎºB-GFP-TNFRII cells versus a positive control anti-TNFRII mAb. b, Heat map showing SPR response of ChiLob 7/4 m1 affinity mutants binding to soluble TNFRII immobilized onto a CM5 chip versus a positive control anti-TNFRII mAb. c, Heat map showing MFI values of utomilumab affinity mutants binding to Jurkat-NFÎºB-GFP-CD27 cells versus a positive control anti-CD27 mAb. d, Heat map showing SPR response of utomilumab affinity mutants binding to soluble CD27 immobilized onto a CM5 chip versus a positive control anti-CD27 mAb. e, Heat map showing MFI values of nivolumab affinity mutants binding to Jurkat-CD28-GFP cells versus a positive control anti-CD28 mAb. f, Heat map showing SPR response of nivolumab affinity mutants binding to soluble CD28 immobilized onto a CM5 chip versus a positive control anti-CD28 mAb. g, Representative z plane images covering the entire z-axis of Jurkat-CD40-GFP cells treated with anti-CD40 mAb. Blue: nucleus; Green: PD-1-GFP. Scale bar: 4â€‰Î¼m. Data representative of 3 independent experiments. h, Representative z plane images covering the entire z-axis of Jurkat-4-1BB-GFP cells treated with anti-4-1BB mAb. Blue: nucleus; Green: PD-1-GFP. Scale bar: 4â€‰Î¼m. Data representative of 3 independent experiments. i, Representative z plane images covering the entire z-axis of IIA1.6-PD-1-GFP cells treated with anti-PD-1 mAb. Blue: nucleus; Green: PD-1-GFP. Scale bar: 4â€‰Î¼m. Data representative of 3 independent experiments. j, Jurkat-NFÎºB-GFP reporter cells expressing low, medium or high levels of CD40 were incubated with various ChiLob 7/4 m1 affinity mutants for 6â€‰h and the level of NFÎºB activation (GFP) assessed. k, Quantification of CD40 receptor number (as expressed by Molecules of Equivalent Soluble Fluorochrome, MESF) on various cell lines and primary cells as indicated. l, Jurkat-NFÎºB-GFP reporter cells expressing low, medium or high levels of PD-1 were incubated with various nivolumab affinity mutants for 6â€‰h and the level of NFÎºB activation (GFP) assessed. m, Quantification of PD-1 receptor number (MESF) on various cell lines and primary cells as indicated. n, Jurkat-NFÎºB-GFP reporter cells expressing low, medium or high levels of 4-1BB were incubated with various utomilumab affinity mutants for 6â€‰h and the level of NFÎºB activation (GFP) assessed. o, Quantification of 4-1BB receptor number (MESF) on various cell lines and primary cells as indicated. p, mAb (black) or soluble ligands (red) were injected at 250, 50, 10, 2, 0.4, and 0 nM to evaluate binding by SPR to their cognate soluble receptor CD40, 4-1BB or PD-1, as indicated. Values indicate the equilibrium affinity KD of the ligands for their cognate receptor. Means Â± SEM, nâ€‰=â€‰3, data representative of 3 independent experiments.
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